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An effective authentication mechanism should embrace both security and usability aspects as its
purpose is to provide maximum protection of application providers’ assets but as well usability
and transparency to its end users, aiming to minimize cognitive overloads. With the aim to
investigate the relation among users’ working memory capacity and different types of
authentication mechanisms, a study was conducted which entailed a psychometric-based survey
for identifying users’ working memory capacity, combined with a real usage scenario with two
variations of authentication mechanisms. A total of 97 users participated in the reported study
during a 5-month period providing interesting insights with respect to users’ working memory and
preference and performance of authentication mechanisms.
Authentication Mechanism. Working Memory. Usability. Preference. Performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

with a short-term capacity (i.e., working
memory) of ~3-7 items, depending on the task
(Baddeley, 2007; Cowan, 2010). Enhanced
working memory increases the connections
and associations that can be built either
between the items of the newly encountered
information or between this information and
information already stored in the long-term
memory. Various research works (Cowan,
2010; Baddeley, 2007) argue that working
memory has an effect on mental tasks, such
as information processing, comprehension,
learning, and problem solving.

Research on authentication mechanisms has
received significant attention lately with the
aim
to
improve
their
usability
and
memorability, and at the same time decrease
guessing attacks by malicious software and
users (Inglesant and Sasse, 2010; Biddle et
al., 2011). Researchers promote various
designs of authentication mechanisms based
on text and pictures, combinations of text and
pictures, password managers and policies,
etc. (Verma, 2012; Mihajlov and JermanBlazic, 2011; Biddle et al., 2011).

Many studies indicate that working memory
capacity varies among people and predicts
individual differences in intellectual ability
(Cowan, 2010; Baddeley, 2007). Such
individual differences need to be further
investigated aiming to understand whether
they
affect
user
interactions
with
authentication mechanisms.

In this context, a large-scale study of half a
million users, which investigated the password
usage habits, supports the need of memorable
and secure passwords (Florencio and Herley,
2007). A more recent study by Inglesant and
Sasse (2010) that investigated the impact of
password policies on users’ productivity and
experience, suggested that security policies
should be driven by the users’ needs helping
them to set a stronger password instead of
focusing on maximizing password strength.

In light of these challenges, this paper
presents results of an empirical study which
investigated the effect of working memory
capacity of users towards preference and
performance issues of two different types of
authentication mechanisms; password and
graphical authentication mechanisms.

Many
shortcomings
of
authentication
mechanisms arise from the limitations of
human memory. The number of items the
human brain can temporarily store is limited,
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2. METHOD OF STUDY

select a minimum of 6 pictures (out of 30
available pictures) in a specific sequence, and
was based on the recognition-based, graphical
authentication mechanism proposed by
Mihajlov and Jerman-Blazic (2011).

2.1 Procedure

A Web-based psychometric instrument was
developed that assesses the capacity of the
visuo-spatial sketchpad of users, which is the
temporary storage mechanism responsible for
processing visual and spatial information
(Baddeley, 2007). This instrument aims to
measure the amount of information the visuospatial sketchpad of a person can efficiently
activate simultaneously by requesting from
that person to memorize an abstract image
and then compare that image with five other
similar images.

The total time required for successful
authentication was monitored on the clientside utilizing a browser-based logging facility
that started recording time as soon users
entered the authentication Web-page, until
they successfully completed the authentication
process.
2.2 Hypotheses

The
following
null
hypotheses
were
formulated: i) working memory capacity of
users does not have a significant effect on
users’
preference
towards
password
mechanisms or recognition-based, graphical
authentication mechanisms, ii) there is no
significant difference with regards to time
needed to authenticate through a password
mechanism or a recognition-based, graphical
authentication mechanism among users
having low, medium, and high working
memory capacity.

Furthermore, a Web-based environment was
developed for two introductory Computer
Science university courses. Students were
required to provide their demographic
information during the enrolment process (i.e.,
email, age, gender, and department), and
create their authentication key that was used
for accessing the courses’ material (i.e.,
course slides, homework exercises) and for
viewing
their
grades.
The
type
of
authentication
(password
or
graphical
mechanism) was randomly provided during the
enrolment process. At the end of the process
the sample consisted of half of the students
having enrolled with a password and the other
half having enrolled with a graphical
authentication mechanism. For the purpose of
the experiment, in the middle of the semester,
the system altered the students’ authentication
type; students that had enrolled with a
password during the first half of the semester
were prompted to create a new graphical
authentication key and vice versa. The new
authentication key would be used during the
second half of the semester. The main aim of
this process was to capture the interaction
data of users for both types of authentication
throughout the semester and further elicit their
preference towards a particular type.

2.3 Demographics of Participants

A total of 97 people participated in the study
between January and May 2012. Participants
varied from the age of 17 to 24, with a mean
age of 20 and were undergraduate students of
Electrical Engineering, Psychology and Social
Science Departments. A total of 3461
successful
authentications
have
been
recorded during the 5 month period.
3. RESULTS

For our analysis, we separated the participants
in three categories based on their working
memory capacity: Low (N=27, f=27.8%, 33.37
average logins/user), Medium (N=50, f=51.5%,
38.88 average logins/user), and High (N=20,
f=20.6%, 30.8 average logins/user).

The
password
mechanism
involved
alphanumeric
and
special
keyboard
characters. A minimum of 6 characters
including numbers, a mixture of lower- and
upper-case letters, and special characters
were required to be entered by the users. The
graphical authentication mechanism involved
single-object
pictures
with
one-time
authentication codes, where users had to

3.1 Preference of User Authentication

An online questionnaire was provided to the
students at the end of the study to express
their preference towards a specific type of
authentication (i.e., password or graphical). 66
out of the 97 students completed the
questionnaire. In Table 1, we summarize the
2
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research towards the development of a usercentred adaptation framework that will provide
personalized security interactions based on
cognitive factors of users.

authentication
mechanisms,
as
users
belonging to the Low working memory group
preferred
graphical
authentication
mechanisms. In contrast, in the case of users
that belong to the Medium and High working
memory groups, no significant difference in
preference and performance was observed
between the two variations.
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Taking into consideration that a graphical
authentication mechanism is from a user’s
point of view a less demanding cognitive task
than a password (recognition vs. recall of
information), an interpretation of this result can
be based on the fact that graphical
authentication mechanisms leverage human
memory for visual information (Biddle et al.,
2011) and thus users with decreased working
memory
(i.e.,
Low)
find
graphical
authentication mechanisms more usable and
memorable since passwords are more
demanding from a memory retrieval point of
view. Another interpretation of this result can
be based on the fact that users’ preference
towards graphical authentication might have
also been affected by the picture superiority
effect (Paivio and Csapo, 1973). On the other
hand, users with enhanced working memory
capacity could handle both authentication
mechanisms more efficiently and effectively,
hence
no
significant
preference
and
performance were reported between the two
types.
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